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Sunsets Series 2 – 1000pc

Alpine Sunset

ABOUT T HE A RTIST
Dominic Davison was born in London, 1972 and now lives in Buckinghamshire,
UK where he gets his inspiration for his idyllic and romantic scenes.
One of the finest landscape artists working today, his works display a Dutch
romanticism using 21st century tools and methods. His influences are varied and
include the 19th Century Dutch landscape master Barend Cornelis Koekkeoek as
well as the English Romantic painter John Constable.
Though he uses a mouse instead of a paintbrush to create his images, it is his
observant eye, his composition, and his use of colour and light, which makes his
images stand head and shoulders above his peers working in the digital media.
Prior to joining MGL he worked as a freelance artist, having his work published
in magazines such as ‘3D Artist’, and ‘Advanced Photoshop’. This work includes
both tutorials and double page galleries.
His hobbies include the cinema, video games, art galleries, and making music.

Day on the Harbour

Lighthouse Point

Mediterranean Harbour
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Titania

I Saw Three Ships

The Messenger

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
The art of painting to Josephine Wall is much more than just a career. It
is an all-consuming obsession and a passionate love of colour and form.
Since the age of four, she has always known that there was nothing else
she wanted to do.
She has so many images in her mind that it is a race against time to
produce all of them. Hence she likes to use fast-drying acrylics, which
allow her to paint more quickly than the traditional oil medium and also to
create many different textured and colourful effects.

Josephine produces images which are not only pleasing to the eye, but
also contain hidden messages or a thought-provoking statement.
She paints in great detail and nearly always hides creatures, faces and
other items within the painting, adding ongoing mystery and interest to
her wide and varied range of work.
Her paintings, though mainly fantasies, are based on close observation
and sketching from nature, the preservation of which is a subject very
close to her heart.
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Moon Glow – 1000pc

Call of the Sea

Of Land and Sea – 1000pc

Cinque Terre

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
It has been said that you either become an artist, or you are born one. David
Maclean was born one. David a digital artist for the past 12 years, and a
traditional artist for the 25 years previous to that, currently lives among the
vineyards and orchards with his wife of over 30 years, Maryse, and they
have 3 grown children. David is represented by one of the world’s leading art
licensing agencies (based in London, England) and has quickly become one of
the most requested artists over the past year. His artwork can now be found
all over the world.
David’s mother shares a vivid memory of picking him up after his first day of
school, only to take him directly to an art supply store. She had seen what
he’d created in class, all bright-eyed and proud, and knew she must help him
pursue his talent. Ask her and she will say, “This was his destiny, he was an
artist.” And so it was. The first David M Gallery opened in 2017, featuring
both his work and the work of his wife, Maryse, who creates custom
jewellery art.

Harbour Village

Galerie Colmar Canal

Venice Canal Café
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ABOUT T HE ARTIST
Olga Suvorova was born in St. Petersburg, Russia in 1966. She studied
monumental composition at the famous St. Petersburg Academy of Fine Arts. Her
career has been greatly influenced by her parents, both highly praised artists in
St. Petersburg.
Olga’s talent & overwhelming response to her work led & was rewarded with a
unique solo exhibition in St. Petersburg Art Academy in the spring of 1990 where
her paintings were received with great enthusiasm and praise; in 1993 she
was awarded the first prize of the year. She also was honored with President’s
Yeltsin’s Artist prize from a competition among more than 3,000 artists.
It is for her stirring portraits that Olga first gained her reputation in Russia,
and then abroad. These paintings have a startling vitality. Filled with warmth
and harmony, the paintings of Olga make the viewer’s soul kinder and more
compassionate. In her paintings Olga sometimes uses silk fabrics for costume
details.

Sisters
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The Game
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Renaissance Realm - 1000pc

Love Triangle

XL

Pieces
Actual Size
Easy Pick
and Place
The English Village – 500pc XL

Village Bus

Village Garage

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
Steve Crisp studied around the late seventies at the prestigious Central
St. Martin’s school in London at a time when many young students were
graduating from college with new styles and ideas.
He is a fine example of someone who has gone on from that period to
become a well-established, internationally known, award winning illustrator.

With a large and diverse catalogue of work especially from the eighties and
nineties, many of which have become collectors pieces, Steve has managed
to adapt well to the changing needs of illustration especially with the
introduction of digital techniques ten years or so ago.
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At The Station – 500pc XL

Corfe Castle

Oakworth

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
After leaving Bradford Art College in 1979, with a Diploma in Art & Design,
Trevor Mitchell began his career as a trainee art director at a London
advertising agency. It was illustrating for greeting card publishers that
rekindled his childhood love of painting. Although he kept up with the times
by acquiring computer skills and an Apple Mac, it became his burning
ambition to earn a living from full time painting.

Today, Trevor’s paintings can be found reproduced on prints, cards, jigsaw
puzzles and collector plates all over the world. His favourite subjects always
recreate the past on canvas, reflecting his interest in steam and vintage
vehicles and his love of the countryside. He is well known for his nostalgic
farming scenes.
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Traditional
Backgammon
Backgammon is one of the oldest board games
known originating in the Middle East. The new
addition to our Holdson Traditional Games range
is a classic game for 2 players of skill, strategy
and luck. The object of backgammon is to be the
first player to move all of your checkers around
the board in a clockwise motion and ultimately
off the board. The first player to remove all their
checkers is the winner!

Family Games

Age 8+ years. 2 players. Made In New Zealand.

Smart 10
Trivia Game where everyone gets to answer the same question.
Smart10 is a quiz game where a player doesn’t need to wait their turn for
long. There are ten possible answers to each question, and every player
gets to answer every question. If the answer is correct, the player gets
an answer marker. But should you answer or pass? 200 questions 2000
possible answers!
Age 10+ years. 2–8 players.

Trump Cards
The wackiest card game ever!
Is it “Fake News? Or Did he really say it? In this hilarious game players have to
guess whether it is Trump fact or fiction. If you think Trump really said it then play
your “Approved” card. If you think it’s fake news... slap down your “Fake News”
card. It’s that simple! The first player to reach FIVE points wins!
Age 12+ years. 2–10 players

The Cat Pack
Card Games Collection
Cat Maths helps children learn and practise early
maths skills including ordering, sorting, counting,
matching, bigger, smaller greatest and least, same and
different. Children will enjoy learning maths with
these beautifully designed cat cards.

Jurassic World
Crazy Eights
A classic game of Crazy Eights featuring
dinosaurs from the Jurassic World. The object
of this game is to get rid of all your cards as
soon as possible
Age 6+. 2–4 players.

Jurassic World
Shuffle Card
Game
Survival of the fittest! The meanest
dinosaurs come together in a fast paced
trump card game. Compare your weight,
height, age and more. Out trump your
opponents card by card and collect them all
to win the game! Get the free Shufflecards
app to double the fun!
Age 6+ years. 2+ players.

Childrens Games

Age 5+ years. 2–4 players.

Juicy Couture

The Juicy Couture Collection from Make It Real features
DIY kits that lets kids create and design their own
wearable charm bracelets, necklaces and hair accessories.

Sweet Suede Bracelets

Chokers and Charms

Chains and Charms

Enchanted Locket Jewellery

Fruit Obsessions Bracelets

Hair Candy Accessories

Playmobil – Arctic Expedition Theme
Artic Explorer with Polar Bears
Artic Expedition Headquarters

Ice Pirates with Snow Truck

Ice Pirate with Snowmobile

Husky Drawn Sled

CRAFT & SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
FOR CREATIVE KIDS
KIDZMAKER

Embroidery Teddy Bear

Origami Flower Lights

Craft making never goes out of style, either as a hobby or a profession. Hands-on
crafts not only teach mathematical patterns, proportions and symmetry, they are
also a great self-esteem booster for developing young people.

Friendship Bracelets

Pressed Flower Fairy

STEAM POWERED GIRLS

Crystal Garden

Optical Mood Lamp

Make Your Own Headbands

Make Your Own Dream Catcher

Designed for young 21st century ladies, STEAM
Powered Girls attract girls to scientific and technical
learning through attractive colourful activities.

Solar System
String Lights

Weather Station
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